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S1 Algorithms
In this section of the supplementary materials we present a detailed description of the proposed algorithms:
Firefront and Avatar.
S1.1 Firefront algorithm
The Firefront algorithm is detailed in Algorithm S1. Our discussion of Firefront relies on the following
notation:
• S – the state space
• i – the iteration number
• imax – the maximum number of iterations
• N ⊆ S – the set of neglected states
• F ⊆ S – the current firefront
• F ′ ⊆ S – the future firefront
• pi[v] – the probability associated with v ∈ S
• v0 ∈ S – the initial state, from which the algorithm starts the exploration
• A – the set of attractors
• 0 < α < 1 – the probability threshold to decide whether a state is to be explored
• β ≥ α – the minimum allowed residual probability in F
After running the algorithm, a set of point attractors A (possibly empty) is obtained. A lower bound of
the probability of reaching each attractor a ∈ A from the initial state v0 is given by pi[a]. An upper bound
is obtained by adding to pi[a] the (undistributed) probabilities of states in F and N after completing the
exploration.
The algorithm does not enumerate complex attractors (except when additional information is provided, as
described below) and, if it enters a terminal SCC, it will continue the exploration of the states within the
attractor until it performs the specified maximum number of iterations imax.
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Algorithm S1 Firefront exploration algorithm
Input: α, β, v0, imax
Output: A
1: pi[v0]← 1
2: F ← {v0}
3: N,A← ∅
4: i← 0
5: while i < imax ∧
(∑
w∈F pi[w]
)
> β do
6: F ′ ← ∅
7: while F 6= ∅ do
8: v ← element of F
9: F ← F \ {v}
10: if Succ(v) = ∅ then
11: A← A ∪ {v}
12: else
13: for all v′ ∈ Succ(v) do
14: if v′ ∈ F ′ ∨ v′ ∈ N ∨ v′ ∈ A then
15: pi[v′]← pi[v′] + pi[v] 1|Succ(v)|
16: else
17: pi[v′]← pi[v] 1|Succ(v)|
18: end if
19: if pi[v′] ≥ α then
20: if v′ 6∈ A then
21: F ′ ← F ′ ∪ {v′}
22: end if
23: if v′ ∈ N then
24: N ← N \ {v′}
25: end if
26: else
27: N ← N ∪ {v′}
28: end if
29: end for
30: end if
31: end while
32: F ← F ′
33: i← i+ 1
34: end while
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The algorithm may not reach any point attractors, thus producing an empty A, if the successors of states in
F have a probability falling below the α threshold and consequently have been transferred to N . In this case,
the total probability of states in F will eventually fall below β and the exploration is terminated. Likewise, if
all point attractors are too far away from v0, more than imax iterations may be required to reach them, even
if the total probability in F remains above β, and the algorithm will similarly fail to identify any attractors.
S1.1.1 Identifying complex attractors with additional information
If at least some complex attractors of the dynamics happen to be known beforehand, it is possible to use
the algorithm to calculate the probability of reaching each of them. To that effect, is suffices to provide the
algorithm with an oracle which is able to test whether a state belongs to a given known complex attractor.
This possibility is provided in our implementation (see Firefront documentation for details). In this case,
all the states recognized by a given oracle are treated as a single state, as described in the main text.
S1.1.2 Time complexity analysis
At iteration i, the algorithm computes the set of successors of each v ∈ F . If v has no successors, it is
moved to A, otherwise, for each successor v′, the algorithm verifies whether it belongs to F ′, N or A. If v′ is
already present in one of these states, pi[v′] is updated to reflect the contribution of the incoming transition,
otherwise, pi[v′] is simply set to pi[v] divided by the number of successors of v. Based on the value of pi[v′]
and the set membership of v′, the algorithm then decides whether v′ will be part of the future firefront F ′,
or if it is placed/kept in N or A.
Let n = |G|, i.e. the number of components of the model. In a worst-case scenario, where each state has
the maximum possible number of successors, it is easy to see that computing the successors of a state v is
in O(n) and verifying whether it is a member of a set X, using adequate data structures, is in O(log |X|).
To simplify the analysis, consider the Boolean case, where each component can only take values 0 and 1.
At iteration i, the firefront contains at most
(
n
i
)
new states, corresponding to all possible distinct updates
of i out of n components. An upper bound of the total number of previously visited states is given by the
recurrence
T (i) =
{
T (i− 1) + (ni) ⇐ i ≥ 0
0 ⇐ i < 0
.
The total number of states kept by the algorithm at iteration i obeys the following condition
|F |+ |F ′|+ |N |+ |A| ≤ T (i)
Consequently, verifying whether v is a member of any of these sets and subsequently placing it in one of them
is in O(log T (i)). Since log T (i) = log
(∑i
k=0
(
n
k
)) ≤ log ((n+ 1)i), this verification step at each iteration
is therefore in O(i log(n + 1)). A better upper bound is difficult to obtain due to the lack of a closed-form
formula for partial sums of binomial coefficients.
For this worst-case scenario, the maximum number of iterations can be estimated as min(imax, d− logn αe).
For a sufficiently large maximum number of steps, imax, the limiting factor is α.
Considering the worst-case number of states at each iteration estimated as T (i), a bound for the time com-
plexity is therefore in O
(∑d− logn αe
i=1 (n+ 1)
i i log(n+ 1)
)
= O
(
log(n+ 1) log2(α) (n+1)
d− logn(α)e+1−1
n
)
=
O
(
log(n) log2(α)nd− log(α)e
)
.
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S1.1.3 Space complexity analysis
From the previous analysis, it is easy to see that the maximum number of states needed to keep in memory
in the course of the algorithm, for sufficiently large state spaces, is in O(nd− log(α)e).
S1.2 Monte Carlo (MC) method
The Monte Carlo method is a general approach to estimating the likelihood of outcomes through stochastic
simulations. For the problem of attractor quantification, this translates into performing several random
walks along the state transition graph, (S, T ), from a given initial condition, and taking note of the number
of times one reaches a given attractor of the dynamics. In its classical formulation, the algorithm does not
detect complex attractors and it may not terminate1. In practice, a maximum number of iterations must be
specified in order to guarantee the termination of the procedure.
Our approach, described below, consists of a modification of the Monte Carlo method which identifies the
presence of SCCs and thus avoids revisiting a path in the STG and, most importantly, identifies complex
attractors.
S1.2.1 Avatar algorithm
Here we give a detailed description of Avatar, outlined in Algorithm S2 and associated procedures.
Our discussion of Avatar relies on the following notation:
• v0 ∈ S – the initial state
• pi – a table with transition probabilities, which is initially implicitly specified such that for any states
v, v′ ∈ S,
pi(v, v′) =
{
1
|Succ(v)| ⇐ (v, v
′) ∈ T
0 ⇐ (v, v′) 6∈ T
• t – the number of previously performed graph rewirings, termed the index of the current incarnation
• i – the discovery time for the current incarnation
• Q – the set of states towards which the simulation can progress with non-zero probability, i.e., the
successor states
• u ∈ S – the previously visited state, of which v ∈ S, if any, is a successor
• Dt – the set of all states visited in incarnation t
• δ[v] – the discovery time of v ∈ S
• Ct – the set of states corresponding to the cycle identified during incarnation t
If the current state v has never been visited before, the simulation proceeds much in the same way as with
the classical MC method. If, however, v has been visited before, a graph rewiring is performed, and a new
incarnation of the STG ensues.
The graph rewiring is presented in Algorithm S3, in which matrix q represents the transition probabilities
between states in the cycle (C), and r represents the transition probabilities between the states in the cycle
1Technically, a procedure that does not terminate is not an algorithm by definition. To refer to the MC method as an
algorithm is therefore an abuse of language.
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Algorithm S2 Avatar algorithm
Input: v0, τ .
1: t← 0
2: i← 0
3: Q← {w ∈ S | pi(v0, w) > 0}
4: u← v0
5: Dt ← ∅
6: while Q 6= ∅ do
7: v ← random state ∈ Q taken with probability pi(u, v)
8: if v ∈ Dt then
9: Ct ← {w ∈ Dt | δ[v] ≤ δ[w] ≤ i}
10: Ct ← ExtendCycle (t, τ)
11: Dt ← Dt ∪ Ct
12: Q← {w ∈ S \ Ct | pi(w′, w) > 0, w′ ∈ Ct}
13: RewireGraph (t, Q)
14: t← t+ 1
15: i← 0
16: δ[v]← i
17: Dt ← {v}
18: else
19: i← i+ 1
20: δ[v]← i
21: Dt ← Dt ∪ {v}
22: Q← {w ∈ S | pi(v, w) > 0}
23: end if
24: u← v
25: end while
26: C∗ ← CalculateComplexAttractor (u)
27: C∗ is an attractor (complex if |C∗| > 1 and point otherwise)
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and each of the cycle exits (Q), possibly none. r1 represents the re-computed probabilities for reaching the
cycle exits from each of the states in C. The theoretical justification for this procedure is presented in the
main manuscript (section 2.3.2).
Algorithm S3 RewireGraph
Input: t, Q
1: C ← Ct
2: q ← [pi(v, w)]v,w∈C
3: r ← [pi(v, w)]v∈C,w∈Q
4: r1 ← (Id|C|×|C| − q)−1 r
5: for all v ∈ C do
6: for all w ∈ C do
7: pi(v, w)← 0
8: end for
9: for all w ∈ Q do
10: pi(v, w)← r1v,w
11: end for
12: end for
In a model generating dynamics with large transients, many intertwined cycles are likely to be encountered
in the course of a simulation. To avoid successive costly graph rewiring, an optimization step is introduced.
Whenever a cycle is found, a preliminary local exploration procedure is performed prior to the graph rewiring.
This procedure is described in Algorithm S4. Briefly, the neighbouring states of the current cycle are explored
up to a maximum depth of τ to verify whether a larger transient cycle can be identified. This procedure is
an adaptation of Tarjan’s SCC identification algorithm, in which we treat the original cycle as a single state
and we limit the exploration by only considering paths of length up to τ .
Algorithm S4 ExtendCycle
Input: t, τ
Output: X
1: X ← Ct
2: Λ← empty stack
3: o← shared clock
4: d← global table for discovery times
5: λ← global table for minimum discovery time of successors
6: FindPath (nil, X,Λ, τ)
7: X ← X ∪ Λ
If a state with no successors, u, is found, an attractor is reported. However, since graph rewiring operations
may have intervened, we cannot immediately tell whether we are in the presence of a point or a complex
attractor. In order to identify the nature of this attractor we need to revisit all cycles that state u may
have taken part of. Algorithm S6 performs this operation by computing the set of all states which have
ever shared a cycle with u and, recursively, the states who have shared a cycle with them, i.e., the set C∗
inductively defined by u ∈ C∗ and ∀w ∈ C∗ (∃k : w ∈ Ck =⇒ Ck ⊆ C∗).
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Algorithm S5 FindPath (adapted version of Tarjan’s SCC algorithm)
Input: v,X,Λ, τ
1: i← o.currentTime()
2: Q← ∅
3: if v = nil then
4: for all u ∈ X do
5: d[u]← i
6: λ[u]← i
7: Λ← push(Λ, u)
8: Q← Q ∪ {w ∈ S \X | pi(u,w) > 0}
9: end for
10: else
11: d[v]← i
12: λ[v]← i
13: Λ← push(Λ, v)
14: Q← Q ∪ {w ∈ S | pi(v, w) > 0}
15: end if
16: o.advanceTime()
17: if τ > 0 then
18: for all w ∈ Q do
19: if d[w] is undefined then
20: {w never seen before}
21: FindPath(w,X,Λ, τ − 1)
22: if v 6= nil then
23: λ[v]← min(λ[v], λ[w])
24: end if
25: else if w ∈ Λ ∧ v 6= nil then
26: {w was seen before, and v is not the initial cycle}
27: λ[v]← min(λ[v], d[w])
28: end if
29: end for
30: end if
31: if λ[v] = d[v] 6= 0 then
32: {if descendants of v never reach X, remove trajectories from Λ}
33: repeat
34: w ← pop(Λ)
35: until v = w
36: end if
Algorithm S6 CalculateComplexAttractor
Input: v
Output: C∗
1: C∗ ← ∅
2: L← {v}
3: while L 6= ∅ do
4: u← a state in L
5: L← L \ {u}
6: C∗ ← C∗ ∪ {u}
7: L← L ∪ {w ∈ Ck \ {u} | ∃k : u ∈ Ck}
8: end while
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S2 Model results
Firefront and Avatar can produce informational graphics concerning the evolution of the state transition
graph exploration and the outcome of the stochastic simulations, respectively, if the --plots option is used.
With this option, Firefront produces two EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) graphics: one showing the
evolution of the sizes of firefront, neglected and attractors sets; and another showing the evolution of the
total probability (sum of all the state probabilities) in the same three sets.
Avatar, on the other hand, produces two EPS files showing the evolution of the estimated probability of
reaching each identified attractor along the number of performed simulations and a boxplot showing the
distribution of the length of the simulated trajectories towards each attractor found.
In this section, we present the plots produced by both Firefront and Avatar for each of the results
described in Table 2 of the main manuscript, along with a brief discussion.
S2.1 Firefront
For all the test cases below, the maximum numer of iterations was set to 103 and α = 10−5.
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Figure S1: On the left (resp. right) the probability evolution (resp. set size) is represented for sets neglected, firefront,
attractors, generated by the Firefront algorithm for model Random 1.
Firefront applied to Random model 1 performed the maximum number of iterations. The probability
evolution (Figure S1 left) shows that most of the probability is held by the attractor set and most of the
remainder by the firefront set. Additionally, the probability of each of the three sets stabilizes after a few
iterations, suggesting that the states in the firefront set contain a cycle. Since we known the structure of this
relatively small STG, we known that, indeed, it contains a cycle which is a complex attractor. By looking
at the set size evolution (Figure S1 right), we observe that the number of states in the firefront set is very
small, with most of the states being held by the neglected set.
Firefront applied to Random model 2 also performed 103 iterations. The probability evolution (Figure S2
left) shows that most of the probability is held by the firefront set, with only 25% distributed to the attractor
set. In addition, the probability of each of the three sets stabilizes after a few iterations, suggesting that the
states in the firefront set contain a cycle. Again we know this is the case. By looking at the set size evolution
(Figure S2 right), we observe that the number of states in the firefront is relatively small, with most of the
states being in the neglected set.
Firefront applied to Random model 3 also performs the maximum number of iterations. The probability
evolution (Figure S3 left) shows that most of the probability is held by the firefront set, with only 21%
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Figure S2: On the left (resp. right) the probability evolution (resp. set size) is represented for sets neglected, firefront,
attractors, generated by the Firefront algorithm for model Random 2.
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Figure S3: On the left (resp. right) the probability evolution (resp. set size) is represented for sets neglected, firefront,
attractors, generated by the firefront algorithm for model Random 3.
distributed to the attractor set. Again, the probability of each of the three sets stabilizes after a few
iterations, suggesting that the states in the firefront set are part of a cycle, which, once again, we known it
is the case from the analysis of the relatively small dynamics. By looking at the set size evolution (Figure S3
right), we observe that the number of states in the firefront is very small, with most of the states being in
the neglected set.
Firefront applied to Random model 4 performed only 38 iterations. The probability evolution (Figure S4
left) shows that most of the probability is gradually distributed to the attractor and neglected sets, with
the attractor set holding most of the probability. By looking at the set size evolution (Figure S4 right),
we observe that the firefront set suffers an expansion phase, then being gradually emptied, indicating that
no complex attractor is found. Most of the states are held by the neglected set amounting to 9% of the
probability.
Firefront applied to Synthetic model 1 performed the maximu number of iterations. The probability
evolution (Figure S5 left) shows that more than half of the probability is distributed to the attractor set
with less than 40% being in the firefront. Moreover, the probability of each of the three sets does not change
much after the first few iterations, suggesting that the states in the firefront are in a cycle. By looking at
the set size evolution (Figure S5 right), we observe that the firefront size suffers an expansion phase, quickly
decreasing to a level where it almost stabilizes. The size of the neglected set initially grows quickly and
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Figure S4: On the left (resp. right) the probability evolution (resp. set size) is represented for sets neglected, firefront,
attractors, generated by the Firefront algorithm for model Random 4.
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Figure S5: On the left (resp. right) the probability evolution (resp. set size) is represented for sets neglected, firefront,
attractors, generated by the Firefront algorithm for model Synthetic 1.
then transitions to a phase of small growth with the stabilization of the firefront, suggesting that as the
exploration continues, states are being transferred to the neglected set, despite only a very subtle impact
on the total probability for each of the three sets, which are apparently stabilized. Here we know that the
dynamics contains both a complex and a point attractor, but more iterations would have been required to
observed the characteristic stabilization of the sizes of both the firefront and neglected sets.
Firefront applied to Synthetic model 2 also performed the maximum number of iterations allowed – 103.
The probability evolution (Figure S6 left) shows that most of the probability is undistributed and thus
remains in firefront set. Additionally, the probability of each of the three sets does not change after the
first few iterations, suggesting that the states in the firefront set are in a cycle. By looking at the set size
evolution (Figure S6 right), we observe that the firefront size suffers an expansion phase quickly decreasing
to a level where it almost stabilizes. The size of neglected set initially grows quickly but transitions to subtle
growth with the stabilization of the firefront set. Again, this suggests that, as the exploration continues,
states are being transferred to the neglected set. Here we know that the only two attractors of the dynamics
are point attractors, but there is a very large SCC with few exits. If more iterations would have been allowed,
the algorithm might have reached the point attractor beyond the large transient. However, it is likely that
much of the probability in the firefront would have been scattered across the states in the transient SCC
and would eventually be transferred to the neglected set.
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Figure S6: On the left (resp. right) the probability evolution (resp. set size) is represented for sets neglected, firefront,
attractors, generated by the Firefront algorithm for model Synthetic 2.
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Figure S7: On the left (resp. right) the probability evolution (resp. set size) is represented for sets neglected,
firefront, attractors, generated by the Firefront algorithm for model Mammalian Cell Cycle (with initial condition
in CycD=1).
Firefront applied to the Mammalian Cell Cycle model performs 103 iterations. The probability evolution
(Figure S7 left) shows that, starting from an initial condition on the basin of attraction of the complex
attractor, Firefront cannot distribute any probability to the attractor set. By looking at the set size
evolution (Figure S7 right), we observe that during the first few iterations the firefront size suffers an
expansion phase, quickly decreasing afterwards with states being moved to the neglected set, and then
stabilizing. This, again, suggests that a complex attractor was reached.
Firefront applied to Segment Polarity model(1-cell) performs 43 iterations. The probability evolution
(Figure S8 left) shows that the probability is quickly distributed from the firefront to the attractor set. By
looking at the set size evolution (Figure S8 right), we observean initial expansion of the firefront size, which
decreases afterwards with all states being eventually transferred to the attractor and neglected sets.
Firefront applied to Segment Polarity model (2-cells) performs 83 iterations. The probability evolution
(Figure S9 left) shows that, the probability of the firefront set is gradually distributed to the attractor and
neglected sets. By looking at the set size evolution (Figure S9 right), we observe an initial expansion of the
firefront size, which decreases afterwards, all states being gradually transferred to the attractor and neglected
sets.
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Figure S8: On the left (resp. right) the probability evolution (resp. set size) is represented for sets neglected, firefront,
attractors, generated by the Firefront algorithm for model Segment Polarity (1-cell).
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Figure S9: On the left (resp. right) the probability evolution (resp. set size) is represented for sets neglected, firefront,
attractors, generated by the Firefront algorithm for model Segment Polarity (2-cells).
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Figure S10: On the left (resp. right) the probability evolution (resp. set size) is represented for sets neglected,
firefront, attractors, generated by the Firefront algorithm for model Segment Polarity (4-cells).
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Firefront applied to model Segment Polarity (4-cells) performs only 52 iterations. The probability evolu-
tion (Figure S10 left) shows that, the probability of the firefront set is gradually distributed to the attractor
and neglected sets, with the latter holding almost all of the probability. By looking at the set size evolution
(Figure S10 right), we observe that the firefront set suffers an initial expansion, decreasing its size afterwards
with all of its states being gradually transferred to the attractor and neglected sets.
S2.2 Avatar
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Figure S11: On the left (resp. right) the attractor probability estimation (resp. trajectory length distribution),
generated by the Avatar algorithm, is represented for the attractors found in model Random 1.
Avatar was applied to Random model 1 identifying the two attractors. The attractor probability estimation
(Figure S11 left) shows that, after the first few hundreds simulations, the estimation does not change sig-
nificantly. By looking at the trajectory length distribution (Figure S11 right), we observe that the complex
attractor is, on average, closer to the initial condition than the point attractor. Interestingly, despite being
closer, the probability estimation for the complex attractor is lower than that of the point attractor.
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Figure S12: On the left (resp. right) the attractor probability estimation (resp. trajectory length distribution),
generated by the Avatar algorithm, is represented for the attractors found in model Random 2.
Avatar was applied to Random model 2 also identifying the two attractors. The attractor probability
estimation (Figure S12 left) shows a slight variation during the first 1000 iterations, stabilizing afterwards
without further major changes. By looking at the trajectory length distribution (Figure S12 right), we
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observe that the trajectories leading to the complex attractor have greater variability than those leading to
the point attractor.
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Figure S13: On the left (resp. right) the attractor probability estimation (resp. trajectory length distribution),
generated by the Avatar algorithm, is represented for the attractors found in model Random 3.
Avatar was applied to Random model 3 also identifying the two attractors. The attractor probability
estimation (Figure S13 left) shows that, after the first few hundreds iterations, the estimation does not
change significantly. By looking at the attractor trajectory length distribution (Figure S13 right), we observe
that the trajectories leading to complex attractor have similar variability than those leading to the point
attractor, even though the complex attractor is more probable than the point attractor.
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Figure S14: On the left (resp. right) the attractor probability estimation (resp. trajectory length distribution),
generated by the Avatar algorithm, is represented for the attractors found in model Random 4.
Avatar was applied to Random model 4 identifying the two point attractors. The attractor probability
estimation (Figure S14 left) shows that, it stabilizes quickly during the first few hundreds iterations. By
looking at the trajectory length distribution (Figure S14 right), we observe that the trajectories leading to
point attractor 1 are longer, on average, than those leading to point attractor 2, with point attractor 1 being
slightly less probable than point attractor 2.
Avatar was applied to Synthetic 1 model, identifying the two attractors. The attractor probability estima-
tion (Figure S15 left) rapidly converges towards the final probability estimation. By looking at the trajectory
length distribution (Figure S15 right), we observe that the trajectories leading to the point attractor are
longer than those leading the complex attractor, even though the point attractor is more probable than the
complex attractor.
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Figure S15: On the left (resp. right) the attractor probability estimation (resp. trajectory length distribution),
generated by the Avatar algorithm, is represented for the attractors found in model Synthetic 1.
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Figure S16: On the left (resp. right) the attractor probability estimation (resp. trajectory length distribution),
generated by the Avatar algorithm, is represented for the attractors found in model Synthetic 2.
Avatar was applied to Synthetic model 2 also identifying the two attractors. The attractor probability
estimation (Figure S16 left) rapidly converges towards the correct probability after the first few hundreds
iterations, not changing significantly afterwards. By looking at the trajectory length distribution (Figure S16
right), we observe that the trajectories from both attractors present little variability, with those of point
attractor 1 being longer than those of point attractor 2.
Avatar was applied to the Mammalian cell cycle model, starting from an initial condition in the basin
of attraction of the complex attractor. Since only one attractor exist, the attractor probability estimation
(Figure S17 left) is all in respect to the complex attractor, and the trajectory length distribution (Figure S17
right) displays the reduced trajectory length to reach it.
Avatar was again applied to the Mammalian cell cycle model, but now starting with sampled initial con-
ditions. The attractor probability estimation (Figure S18 left) shows that, after the first few hundreds
iterations, the estimation does not change significantly, with a 50-50% distribution of the probability. By
looking at the trajectory length distribution (Figure S18 right), we observe that the point attractor presents
longer trajectory length, with smaller variability, than point attractor 2.
Avatar was applied to Segment Polarity model (1-cell), identifying two attractors. The attractor probability
estimation (Figure S19 left) shows that, after the first few hundreds iterations, the estimation does not change
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Figure S17: On the left (resp. right) the attractor probability estimation (resp. trajectory length distribution),
generated by the Avatar algorithm, is represented for the attractors found in model Mammalian cell cycle (with
initial condition in CycD=1).
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Figure S18: On the left (resp. right) the attractor probability estimation (resp. trajectory length distribution),
generated by the Avatar algorithm, is represented for the attractors found in model Mammalian cell cycle (with
sampled initial conditions).
significantly, with point attractor 1 being more probable than point attractor 2. By looking at the trajectory
length distribution (Figure S19 right), we observe that point attractor 1 has greater variability despite having
smaller average length than point attractor 2.
Avatar was applied to Segment Polarity model (2-cells), identifying three attractors. The attractor prob-
ability estimation (Figure S20 left) shows that, after the first few hundreds iterations, the estimation does
not change significantly, with the second point attractor not having enough probability to be represented.
By looking at the trajectory length distribution (Figure S20 right), we observe that point attractor 1 is the
deepest and has greatest variability in trajectory length.
Avatar was applied to Segment Polarity model (4-cells), identifying six attractors. The attractor probability
estimation (Figure S21 left) shows that, after the first few hundreds iterations, the estimation does not
change significantly, with the point attractor 1 being the most probable. By looking at the trajectory length
distribution (Figure S21 right), we observe that point attractor 1 has the greatest variability.
Avatar was applied to the Th differentiation model, considering initial values for all the model components
– corresponding to a Th17 cell type – but a subset of the input components whose values are sampled. Four
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Figure S19: On the left (resp. right) the attractor probability estimation (resp. trajectory length distribution),
generated by the Avatar algorithm, is represented for the attractors found in model Segment polarity (1-cell).
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Figure S20: On the left (resp. right) the attractor probability estimation (resp. trajectory length distribution),
generated by the Avatar algorithm, is represented for the attractors found in model Segment polarity (2-cells).
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Figure S21: On the left (resp. right) the attractor probability estimation (resp. trajectory length distribution),
generated by the Avatar algorithm, is represented for the attractors found in model Segment polarity (4-cells).
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Figure S22: On the left (resp. right) the attractor probability estimation (resp. trajectory length distribution),
generated by the Avatar algorithm, is represented for the attractors found in model Th differentiation (reduced
version).
point attractors were found. The attractor probability estimation (Figure S22 left) shows that, after the first
few hundreds iterations the estimation does not change significantly, with point attractor 4 (Th17 cellular
type) being the most probable. By looking at the attractor trajectory length distribution (Figure S20 right),
we observe that there is not variability in the trajectory lengths. The remaining point attractors correspond
to cell types Th0, Th2 expressing RORγt and anergic Th1 expressing RORγt (see Naldi et al., 2010).
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